Introduction
This is the final report from the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) for the initial demonstration phase of the Wall Surveyor Project with the Office of Special Technology (OST). The final goal of this project is to develop a small hand-held battery powered device that can quickly determine the composition and thickness of cement, brick and stone walls. This report will demonstrate a first-generation Wall Surveyor that is capable of surveying the interior and thickness of a stone, brick or cement wall. The technology can see areas within a wall of different densities such as voids and reinforcement metal. The demonstration system is currently large and user unfriendly, requiring considerable knowledge and experience to use effectively. This system needs further development to become a field-usable tool, but there is a clear path for the next phase of work.
The technology used is LLNL's Micropower Impulse Radar (MIR), based on emitting and detecting very low amplitude and short microwave impulses. The actual device used is called the MIR Rangefinder. The MIR Rangefinder transmits short 300 picosecond (300 x 10-12) impulses of microwave energy at a 2 MHz rate (2 million impulses per second). The microwave frequency spectrum from that short impulse is very broad covering the frequency range from 500 MHz to 3 GHz. A portion of this energy is reflected each time a change in the dielectric constant of the transmitting medium changes, in the same way that light reflects off a glass window. The receiver is triggered by the transmitter and samples the reflected energy at some known delay after the transmitted impulse. For the Wall Surveyor application we sweep the sampling delay from zero to 9 ns at a 40
Hz rate tracing out the reflection energy profile over that range. This range translates into 0 to 4.5 feet in air, but somewhat shorter distances in walls. It consumes very little energy and can run for several hours on a single 9 Volt smoke detector type battery. Photos of the first generation wall surveyor system are shown in Figures 1 and 2 . 
Background
We started this project with the plan of improving the antenna design for an existing MIR Rangefinder circuit board so as to increase the signal to noise ratio for close range objects such as a wall. After much experimentation, we developed an antenna configuration that has a 10 to 1 improvement in the close range signal to noise ratio. The bad part is that the transmitted and received microwave energy pattern is very broad, =120", and slightly off axis, =20". The broad pattern causes the radar to see too much at any instant causing clutter in the return signal. Being off axis causes a reduction in amplitude of the return signal. New printed circuit boards with the transmitter and receiver physically separated are required to make the antennas to narrow that pattern and bring them on axis. Some experimentation was done with dielectrics and microwave lensing, which could be continued with new circuit boards in the nest phase of this project.
Originally we decided the display would be a small Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) attached to the radar with a scope-like trace of the radar return sweep. After a review with Robert Wieting it was decided that the raw scope-like trace would be too hard for the untrained eye to interpret and that some form of data processing on the return signal is needed. A Twinhead Slimnote 5100s notebook computer was then purchased. It has two PCMCIA slots, an internal hard drive and a color LCD display. A National Instruments DAQ-700 PCMCIA data acquisition card was also purchased and installed into one of the PCMCIA slots. An adapter cable was constructed to interface the DAC-700 card to the radar. The computer runs a Unix operating system called Linux, and has a graphical user interface built on the X-window standards. The software that runs the radar and display data is called RTD, the real-time display. This software operates the National Instruments DAQ-700 PCMCIA card and displays data in real time on the LCD screen.
RTD works in two distinct modes: oscilloscope and waterfall. In oscilloscope mode, the most current range line is displayed in the same fashion as an oscilloscope. In waterfall mode (as in 
Test Results
To test the wall surveyor we assembled six test walls. Four of these walls are constructed fromcement blocks placed on dollies and appear the same from the sides. These four walls have the cement blocks mortared together and are 3 1" tall, 39.5" wide and 7.5" thick using 10 cement blocks each, 2.5 blocks wide, 4 blocks tall. These four walls are all different with the cavities left empty in one, the cavities filled with gravel in the second, the cavities filled with cement in the third and the cavities filled with cement plus rebar in the fourth wall (see Figures 3 through 6. The fifth test wall is made by stacking cement bricks together two deep with no mortar between bricks and is 7.5" thick ( Figure 7 ). The sixth test wall is a stack of solid cement blocks with no cavities and no mortar between blocks and again 7.5" thick ( Figure 8 ). The data in the following figures are waterfall images in background subtract mode. The wall test data was taken by first pointing the wall surveyor upward for a few lines of clean background data with no return signal. The wall surveyor was then moved into line with the test wall but off to one side and then slowly scanned across the wall until it was off the opposite end. The wall surveyor has four small wheels so it can be rolled across the test walls smoothly keeping the surveyor spaced back from the wall about 1/8". Range distance into the wall is displayed in the vertical direction from the top down. Items closest to the wall surveyor are at the top of the figure. The front of the scanned wall is the light shaded line at the top of the images. Figure 1 1 is a scan of the stack of cement bricks. The front of the wall is pointed out by arrow 1. The front wall line is not consistent because the front is rough with many unmortared seams. The back wall is pointed out by arrow 2. Notice that the back wall shows up as a slightly wavy line with six small dips due to the seams between each of the six bricks across the wall, Arrows 3 and 4 point to the arching lines which are made by the ends of the test wall section. Figure 14 is a scan of the cement block wall with the five voids filled with cement. The back is only visible in the areas of the cement fill columns as pointed out by arrow set 1. Side reflections off the five cement fill columns apparently are such that they completely cancel out the reflections from the back of the wall in the six solid areas. We believe a more columnated beam would remedy this situation. The back of the wall in the six solid areas should appear in about the region of the six dashes. The poured concrete fill is much denser than the cement used to make the blocks, accounting for the dielectric change. Figure 14 . This is not surprising since these two walls are the same except for the rebar. The real difference between Figure 6 and Figure 7 is the five arches pointed out by the set of arrows. These five arches are made by the rebar. The top of the arch locates the position when the wall surveyor was directly over the rebar. Image reconstruction by tomography would identify these regions clearly, and is planned for a follow-on project. 
System Operation
This section is a short tutorial on operating the MIR Wall Surveyor and computer.
Open the laptop computer by sliding the latches on each side of the lid (display) towards you while hinging the display open. Tilt the display back for easy visibility. To complete the setup, plug the DAQ-700 card into one of the PCMCIA slots on the right hand side of the computer. Make sure the MIR Rangefinder is plugged into the DAC-700 card. A ribbon cable plugs into the DAQ-700 card, which goes to a black adapter box. The ribbon cable adapter box has two RCA stereo-type phone jacks on it labeled "Range" and "SYNC". The MIR Rangefinder has matching RCA jacks. Using the twin jack RCA cable plug SYNC to SYNC and Range to Range. We use the red RCA cable jacks for Range and the white RCA cable jacks for SYNC. Make sure the switch on the side of the MIR Rangefinder labeled "Sync" is in the "IN' position. The MIR Rangefinder range sweep is triggered by the computer with the Sync switch in the IN position. The MIR Rangefinder range sweep is selftriggered with the Sync switch in the OUT position and the SYNC RCA jack becomes an output for triggering an oscilloscope. This is a way to test the Rangefinder operations without the computer.
The computer keyboard operates in the typical fashion with a mouse pad (no detached mouse). Cursor movement is controlled with the index finger in contact with the touch-pad. Turn the computer power on by pressing the gray key on the left hand side and above the keyboard. If the computer is plugged into the wall through its transformer cable, an electrical plug icon will appear in the small LCD window in the center and above the keyboard. Otherwise, if the computer is running on battery power, a battery with a lightning bolt icon will be displayed on the LCD. The computer will perform some self tests and then begin to 'boot up', during which the computer loads the Linux operating system. As the computer boots, a number of messages will be displayed on the screen. These messages detail the status of the operating system as it interacts with various portions of the computer. In some cases, there may be error messages which indicate that some hardware is broken or non-existent but these messages do not indicate failure of the system. For instance, if there is no network PCMCIA card plugged into a slot, a message saying "Connection refused" may appear on the screen, but does not indicate any sort of system failure.
At the end of the boot up process, a message:
Welcome to Linux 1.2.1 1 jasmin login:
will appear on the console (display). At this point, type in the login account name "demo<enter>", where <enter> means to press the "Enter" or "Return" key. The prompt:
Password :
will appear on the console. Type in the password "rtdemol<enter>". The login name and password respectively will log you on to this particular system. The system prompt will look something like:
jasmin:-$ and is waiting for a command to be typed in. Start the graphical user interface (GUI) by typing the command "startx<enter>". The windowing software places a colored background on the screen and a white rectangle with a blue border. The rectangle is called an "xterm" window and is labeled as such in the "title bar", i.e., the wide portion of the blue section. The mouse can be used at this point and is controlled by moving one finger over the surface of the touch pad. The mouse also reacts differently according to which of the two mouse buttons are pressed, but for our limited application only the left key is used.
The xterm window has the prompt:
jasmin(l> and is waiting for a command that it can execute. We want to run RTD and examine the contents of the directory where we save data. To see the files in the current directory, type ''Is<enter>" for a brief listing or "1s -l<enter>" to get a more detailed description of the files. To run the real timedisplay (RTD), type"rtd<enter>"attheprompt. ThisistheRTDcommandline withdefault arguments.
-I RTD comes up in the oscilloscope mode ready to display range lines in real time as an oscilloscope.
To begin an acquisition, press the "space" key. The range line can be biased, moving the line up or down on the display using the <T> and <\1> arrow keys. The gain can be increased or decreased by using the <+> and <e-> arrow keys respectively. The gain can be "auto scaled" to fit the current axis by pressing the <a> key. To toggle the acquisition off and on press the <space> bar again.
The oscilloscope mode displays the raw unprocessed data sweeps from the MIR Rangefinder. This is a diagnostics mode to determine that the computer and MIR are working properly.
To switch to the waterfall mode press the <w> key. To begin an acquisition, press the <space> bar as in oscilloscope mode. The display will fill from left to right then start over. The data can be scaled with the e+> and <t> arrow keys and auto scaled by pressing the <a> key similar to the oscilloscope data mode.
The waterfall background subtract option is initiated by pressing the <s> key on an active waterfall display while a known background signal is being acquired, such as pointing the radar to the sky. The radar must be generating a featureless display before the <s> key is pressed because 20 range lines are acquired and averaged to create the background subtract vector. The background subtraction option can be turned off by pressing the <s> key again.
The background subtraction option has a second option called wall alignment. The wall alignment threshold is set by the first argument in the RTD command line. The alignment threshold is used in background subtract mode in an effort to compensate for the changes in radar distance back from the first surface of the wall. In general, a large threshold decreases the sensitivity of the alignment algorithm and a small threshold increases the sensitivity. Anomalies in the display may occur if the alignment threshold is not set correctly. If the threshold is set marginally for a particular distance, the alignment algorithm may work for that distance but not for a slightly greater spacing. The result in the display will be blocks of aligned data next to blocks of non-aligned data.
RTD must first be stopped to change the alignment threshold in the RTD command line. To stop RTD press the < e s o key in the upper left corner of the keyboard. The RTD window will close and you will return to the xterm window. At the prompt in the xterm window type the new command line. Examples are " r t d O<enter>" foravery low threshold and " r t d 4 0 0 0 < e n t e r > " fora very highthreshold. The " r t d 4 0 0 0~e n t e r~" c o m m a n d l i n e inessence turns the alignment threshold option off. The default command line is " r t d lO<enter>" which is the same as typing "rtd<enter>". Entering the new RTD command line restarts RTD bringing the RTD window back up in the oscilloscope mode.
The images in waterfall mode are made from 17 shades of gray from black to white or 3 1 shades of red from black through red and yellow to white. The computer has in memory a lookup table which it uses to convert a signal ievel to a color shade level. When first starting the waterfall mode the images may seem clear with high contrast but with alot of background noise. To turn on background subtraction and remove the noise we press the <s> key. Now the display contrast is low and very little image is seen. This is because the we are displaying the image with only a few color shades and may have subtracted a dc level, shifting the signal color shades. To enhance the image we can shift and compress the lookup table to give a full range of color shades that better matches the reduced signal range. We compress the lookup table around the signal level we want to display. Pressing the < I > key compresses the lookup table from the white end toward the black. Pressing the < [ > key compresses the lookup table from the black end toward the white. Pressing the < > > key ( < s h i f t > , < I >) decompresses the white end back. Pressing the < { > key ( < s h i f t > , < [ >) decompresses the black end back.
-, Data can be streamed to disk or an entire waterfall display can be saved as-is. To stream the data, start the acquisition by pressing the <space> key, then press the <T> key to begin the streaming transcription process. The default filename is 'testdat.out', but can be specified by the second argument on the RTD command line. For example " r t d 1 5 w a l l d a t a . o u t < e n t e r > " starts the real time display with a ground alignment threshold of 15 and the filename walldata.out. To save a stopped waterfall plot, press the <1> key. The filename is automatically generated as waterfall.datX where X is an integer from 0-100. .
Summary of key commands:
RTD The ability to load a saved data file from memory and redisplay it has not been implemented at this time.
Shut down of the computer must be done in the proper sequence. Just turning off the power is not advised. The shutdown sequence is:
1. Press < e s o t o stop RTD.
2. Press <C trl> <A1 t> <Backspace> keys together to close the xterm window. Make sure the <Ctrl> and <Alt> keys are held pressed before pressing the <Backspace> key. 3. Press <Ctrl> <Alt> <Delete> keys together to shut down Linux. Make sure the <Ctrl> and <~l t > keys are held pressed before pressing the <Delete> key.
Press the power key.

Equipment
The following equipment was purchased or built for this project:
1. Special Modified MIR Rangefinder.
2. Twinhead Slimnote 5 100s notebook computer. 3. National Instruments DAQ-700 PCMCIA data acquisition card.
4.
Ribbon cable from DAQ-700 card to MIR adapter box. 5. RCA cable pair from adapter box to Rangefinder.
6 . Four sections of cement block test walls on dollies.
Summary and Future Improvements
While the demonstrator MIR Wall Surveyor is clearly not fieldable as yet, it has proven to be a useful prototype for frrst-generation tests. It has successfully scanned several test walls of known construction and produced real-time images identifying the walls. It is expected to be used by OST personnel to gather dataand gain experience in the field. A follow-on project is planned for studying various ways to improve the performance and fieldability of the device.
In the following project, LLNL will optimize and package the evaluation wall surveyor into a hand held unit. New MIR electronic circuit boards will be designed and fabricated to improve signal to noise, remove packaging and antenna constraints and provide the required level of ruggedness.
Further antenna designs and experimentation will be done to both enhance the signal return and further reduce the size for this application. These antenna systems will have narrower beam patterns, co-axial transmitter and receiver feeds, and potentially use dielectric coupling to the walls. A smaller display and processor will replace the laptop computer for signal processing, image processing and the display. The computer may be belt mounted or small enough to integrate the whole system into one small handheld package. Software development will continue to optimize the displays and user interface using feedback from OST once they have experience using the evaluation system. Signal analysis and pattern recognition software will be incorporated to attempt to determine wall composition and thickness.
